
Little and Quick
blood

noun▶
• The fluid that runs in the veins of the body, e.g. There 

was lots of blood coming from his arm after he cut it.

flood
noun▶

• Lots of water on land, especially after rain, e.g.  
Our car was ruined by the flood. 

verb [▶ flood, flooding, flooded]
• To cover or submerge in water, e.g. The Yamuna 

flooded and water came onto the Parikrama Marg; If  
you don't turn the tap off, you will flood the bathroom.

toward
preposition▶

• In the direction of, e.g. They are all looking toward the  
center; She walked toward the river; Turn your head 
toward the deity. 

backwards
adverb▶

• Towards the back or rear; the wrong 
way; e.g. His shirt and tie are  
backwards; When cars go backwards,  

we say they are 'reversing'; Can you count backwards from 10 to 1? (i.e.  
10,9,8,7.....); Try to walk backwards.

afterwards
adverb▶

• At a later time, e.g. He told me what happened afterwards; If you are not  
hungry now, get the food packed and you can eat it  
afterwards.

forward
adverb▶

• In a frontward direction; opposite of backward, e.g. Keeping looking 
forward, do not look down; Let us march forward, towards the goal.

• Closer, e.g. He moved the meeting forward to 1pm; Please come forward to  
receive your award.



upward
adverb▶

• Toward a higher place or position, e.g. The birds flew upward, toward the top of the  
trees.

orchard
noun▶

• A farm with fruit trees, e.g. We have an apple 
orchard near our house. 

sardine
noun▶

• A small fish, 
e.g. The 
sardines were 
swimming in the  
ocean. 

gasoline
noun▶

• Petrol, e.g. In America, petrol is called 'gas' or 'gasoline'. 

automobile
noun ▶

• Car, e.g. He loves automobiles.
 

police
noun▶

• Government paid guards who enforce 
the laws of the country, e.g.  
There were a lot of police at  
the crime scene.

during
preposition▶

• In the middle of something, e.g. Do not disturb me 
during lunch.

bury
verb [▶ bury, burying, buried]

• To put in the ground and cover with dirt, e.g.  
She buried her body in the sand; We buried  
the money so that no one would find it;  
Sometimes people bury treasure; Sometimes  
dogs bury bones. 



alive
adjective▶

• Having life, living; not dead, e.g. She was happy her dog was still alive after the car accident. 

hive
noun▶

• The home of honeybees or wasps, e.g. If the queen bee leaves the hive, all the bees will follow 
her. 

live
adjective▶

• Not recorded, e.g. The class at the temple, is broadcast live on the radio; We saw a live  
performance by the t.v stars. 

white
adjective▶

• The colour of writing paper, e.g. I have a white  
car; She painted the walls of her room white; My 
room is white, it is too boring, I want a blue room. 

kite
noun▶

• A toy that is flown in the wind at the end of a long 
string, e.g. She flew her kite in the park

give
verb [▶ give, giving, gave, has given]

• To hand to someone as a gift, e.g. Please 
remember to give a birthday present to your 
sister; He did not sell me his bike, he just  
gave it to me. 



opposite
adjective▶

• Things that are very different, e.g. They were 
walking in opposite directions; They sat on  
opposite sites of the room; The opposite of  
hot is cold, the opposite of up is down; She is  
the complete opposite of her sister.

bite
verb [▶ bite, biting, bit]

• To cut, wound, or tear with the teeth, e.g. She 
took a bite of the cake; A dog bit me. 

▶noun
• The place where an animal has bitten, e.g. Look at this mosquito bite on her arm. 

inside
preposition▶

• Within, in, e.g. Please open your bag and show me what is inside; Keep your pencils inside  
your pencil box; The children were inside the classroom. 

noun▶
• Indoors, in a room or building, e.g. He did not want 

to stay inside and do homework on such a nice  
sunny day.


